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auditing at European bank
Problem
The large European financial institution used to adopt the server monitoring system
to comply with regulations and prevent corporate policy violations. Since the
company grew, the server infrastructure became more complicated, and the
amount of insider threats rapidly increased, it turned to be rather hard to audit
corporate policy and prevent all possible violations. Besides, compliance demands
and rules in the banking industry continued to increase due to the government
policy implemented. Even nowadays, the risk and compliance field is one of the
hottest jobs in banking.
Therefore, the bank's management executive team decided to implement new
security monitoring system. The main requirements were:
 universal coverage;
 easy-to-use monitoring;
 cost-effective solution.

Solution
Several modern systems for corporate security audit were examined, and Ekran
System was in that list.
In order to evaluate the product and in consequence make the right choice, a pilot
Ekran System project was announced. It included 15 terminal server licenses.
Bank’s IT department team easily deployed our solution and started to monitor test
servers by recording all terminal and remote user sessions. All user actions were
logged, including privileged account activity.
After a half-year of product evaluating, the bank performed deep analytics of the
obtained monitoring statistics. The result was that Ekran System received a positive
review and was selected as the great solution for corporate policy and regulatory
compliance auditing. The reason for choosing Ekran System was combination of
software-based easy-to-use and deploy system with proven security monitoring
solution, which nothing can be hide from.
It resulted in deploying Ekran System server agents at all bank’s locations to
monitor terminal and remote sessions on each server and log all user actions,
regardless of their privileges. In order to provide more comfortable support of the
bank’s server architecture, Ekran System team still implements new features
according to their requests. With our solution, the bank has complied with all its
regulations and achieved total control on server infrastructure.

